
Trader DELETION from Cash Market (Xetra T7)

Declaration

To: Budapest Stock Exchange Plc. Trading, Business and Listing Development Division (location: Budapest, Krisztina 

krt. 55. H-1013).

Exchange Member:  

Xetra T7 Member ID: 

Location:  

We, the undersigned authorized representatives of above named Exchange Member instruct the BSE to DELETE our 

trader from the Xetra T7 system as follows:

name:

place and date of birth:

mother’s name:

address:

nationality (primary):

MiFID national ID1:

User ID Name (block letters)

Deletion of the trader and the user ID also

Deletion of the trader with putting the user ID in Inactive status *

The above mentioned user ID has a dedicated interface connection in the central trading system.

Chief trader: Allowed to request BSE supervision to delete any of the Member’s orders.

* Please note! If the trader has a dedicated interface connection, after the deletion the traders who uses the same 

connection will not be able to connect to the trading system.

Type of connection:   Trader GUI           ETI            CEESEG FIX                      CEE-Trader

We take notice that the setting up will be done by BSE with immediate effect in accordance with our declaration.

Date:  

____________________________________
(authorized signature)

1 Natural identifiers for natural persons, according to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/590 Article 6 and Annex II. 

Budapest Stock Exchange Plc. I H-1013 Budapest, Krisztina körút 55. I Phone: +36 1 429 6700 I www.bse.hu 

Please note that only completed, well readable and correctly signed forms with original signatures can be accepted. In any 
case, the original signed form has to be sent with postal service, even if it was sent ahead via fax or electronic mail.

http://www.bse.hu/
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